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Give me a good mother and I will give you a good nation, Napoleon Bonaparte. 
 
Behind many successful Men there are many Strong Mothers, but unfortunately many of today’s mothers became 
“Twinkle Twinkle Little Star Mothers”, since their parents didn’t teach them Up To Date and State of the Art Modern 
Technologies to save Humanity and Trained their Own Children to do so as well. Many of them are busy in changing 
channels and wasting time on watching whole day channels like cooking channels or fashion channels, since 
unintentionally these are their top most priority than saving humanity. Men are also equally responsible for this, since 
they are not educating their sisters and daughters and you can see what is happening to Ummat-e-Ibrahim, being 
wiped out all over the world like aboriginals had already been wiped out from North America and Australia. 
 
Education is the Key to the Success of all Nations. NO Nation can get success unless their women come forward to 
educate their children who can take all necessary actions after growing up to defend their Nation PERFECTLY to face all 
modern challenges in the light of the Quraan. They will not be able to teach their children unless they themselves have 
enough education first.  Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was the Greatest Politician in the History of Mankind. 
 
And say: ‘My Lord! Increase me in knowledge’, (Al_Quraan_020.114). 
 
Say: ‘Are those who know equal to those who know not?’ It is only men of understanding who will remember, 
(Al_Quraan_039.009). 
 
Seeking of Knowledge is Obligatory for every Muslims, said by Prophet Muhammad (Peace-Be-Upon-Him), Sunan 
Ibn Majah 224, Al-Tirmidhi, Hadith 74. 
 
Perfect Defense (from Space, Land, Ocean, Faith, Politics and Judiciary etc.): 
 
No Nations can succeed if their Defenses are week and cannot defend their citizens if their enemies come from 
space, land and sea by all means including internal and external challenges including their faiths. Perfect Defense 
needs Perfect Education which cannot be without devotion of women. Women MUST come forward to train their children 
to face all modern challenges. When disbelievers joined together and try to wipe out Muslims at the time of Prophet 
Muhammad (Peace-Be-Upon-Him) in the battle of trench, they were able to defend themselves perfectly. Presently in the 
beginning of the 21

st
 century USA is the only country which can defend their citizens by all means. Those countries which 

are failed to build from needles to satellites and beyond are totally failed to defend themselves. Remember: Defense 
doesn’t mean Offence, since Offence is always Unjust and is totally against the Quraan. 
 
Perfect Defense from Space means, if all enemies jointly come with ten thousands of space crafts, you MUST be able 
to perfectly defend your country by all means and NOT a single spacecraft can enter into your country. 
 
Perfect Defense from Land, means if all enemies jointly come with ten thousands of armored vehicles etc., you MUST 
be able to perfectly defend your country by all means and NOT a single armored vehicles and NOT a single armed forces 
can enter into your country. 
 
Perfect Defense from Ocean, means if all enemies jointly come with ten thousands of war ships, you MUST be able to 
perfectly defend your country by all means and NOT a single war ships can enter into your country. 
 
Perfect Defense from all Faiths, means if all enemies jointly come with ten thousands of Hypocrites and try to inter into 
your belief system to deviate you from the Quraan, you MUST be able to perfectly defend your faithful citizens by all 
means and NOT a single Hypocrite can come and change your faith. Many Hypocrites try to attack other religions using 
modern technologies, and many Spiritual Leaders are failed to defend their faiths since they don’t have in depth study of 
the Quraan due to not taking guidance from the Quraan and they don’t have enough knowledge of modern technologies. 
Freedom of Speech does NOT mean Hurting others Faiths, rather friendly dialogue in friendly atmosphere. We all are 
human and we all might do mistakes after mistakes, so keep forgiving and keep helping each other. 
 
My Salute to those Mothers who are Sincerely and Devotedly Educating both their Girls and Boys. 
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